Overview of Inheritance and Estate Planning under Chinese Laws

Over the last 10 years, I and my team have been offering legal services related to inheritance and estate planning for clients from many other countries outside of China. We have written a number of posts on this blog in that regard.

As per request from an American lawyer, Ms. Jiah Kim, who specializes in cross-border estate planning catering to her American clients, I am here to summarize the general picture of China inheritance and estate planning laws, in particular China inheritance law, for estate planning in China is still at its infant stage and there are not many relevant laws.

I. Inheritance Law in China

Inheritance refers to the process of passing of the deceased’s estates to the heirs or other legatees pursuant to the laws or to the last valid will made by the deceased. So basically, you see, there are two types of inheritance or succession: (1) the intestate succession whereby the deceased has made no will at his or her lifetime, and (2) testate succession whereby the succession is conducted and carried out according to the terms of the valid will made by the deceased.

But things are made tricky and complicated when China enacted its law on the applicable
laws in foreign-related civil relationships. We will further explain.

1. Intestate Inheritance/Succession

In the case of intestate inheritance, the estates go to the heirs in such sequences as provided in China Succession Law:

(1) First Sequence: parents, spouse and children;

(2) siblings, paternal grandparents and maternal grandparents.

Where any of the heirs in the first sequence survives the deceased, then those heirs will be entitled to get all the estates in equal shares, and in case there is none of the heirs of first sequence, then the estates will be inherited by the heirs of the second sequence in equal shares. “in equal shares” is the general principle, and courts may grant greater share to certain heirs in prescribed circumstances.

2. Testate Inheritance/Succession

When there is a valid will, under Chinese inheritance law, the will is generally respected, so estates will pass on to the designated beneficiaries in the will.

We will touch on how to make a will in the II part (Estate Planning) below.

3. Estate Administration and Distribution in China

In either intestate or testate case, to the clients, the question is how they should go about the inheritance process and finally acquire the ownership or titles to the assets left by the decedent.

In many countries, they have the probate proceeding administered by courts for purpose of liquidating the decedent’s estates and distributing the estate assets to heirs in accordance with the law and the Will left by the decedent. Unfortunately, to date, China doesn’t have
such special court proceeding in dealing with estates.

Generally, there are two ways of conducting inheritance and distribution of estates:

(1) Inheritance Right Notarization

When there are no disputes among the heirs, then the best way to go about the inheritance is to have the notary office (in the place where the estates are situated) issue the notarization document confirming the heirs’ right to inherit the estates. With this notarization documents, recipients of the estates can go to relevant entities (such as banks, insurance companies or securities brokers) and real estate registration and company registration authorities to effect title transfer for the estates.

Generally heirs and other interested persons who are to receive the estates shall appear before the notary officers to show and prove that there are no disputes and all agree on the division and distribution of the estates.

(2) Self-Helping

From the year of 2016, notarization of right to inherit real estates in China is no longer required by real estate authority, and now beneficiaries to estates can now directly apply to real estate authority and present documents to prove their right to inheritance of real properties. Officials at the real estate authority will review the documents and decide on whether the applicants are entitled to the estates. This is a move by the central government to relax formalities and relieve people’s financial burden in certain areas of life.

Again, all beneficiaries (heirs or legatees) shall appear before the real estate authority to show and prove there are no disputes.

While that may benefit some local Chinese people, it does not mean much to foreigners who are entitled to estates in China because (1) it is too costly and a challenge to coordinate multiple foreign heirs to appear at the same time before real estate authority and (2) officials...
at the real estate authority are not so well versed in laws and rules related to inheritance by foreigners. They tend to be reluctant to deal with inheritance by foreigners and avert the matter to notary offices.

(3) Court Solution

If there are disputes of any kind that prevent the parties from cooperating with each other peacefully, then the only way to move on is to take the inheritance matter to courts for a solution. Very often, even there is no dispute, but due to the lack of certain document, notary office may refuse to issue the inheritance right notarization, then the matter shall be submitted to court for a solution as well.

What bothers estate practitioners in China is that we often have to “make” or “fabricate” a lawsuit (with plaintiff and defendants) in order to help clients to complete the inheritance, mainly because, as mentioned previously, China doesn’t have a probate-like proceeding where one party can institute the proceeding to get the court to work on the matter.

Indeed, right now, I am advising a client from UK in regard of the inheritance of a real estate property in Guangzhou. The Will left by the client’s mom has designated three beneficiaries but the client simply have no clue about where the other two beneficiaries are. Without finding the information (ID and addresses) of the other two beneficiaries, we cannot file the case with the court.

4. Applicable Laws

In 2011, China enacted its law on the choice of laws in foreign-related civil relationships.

In respect of inheritance of estates, the law provides:

Article 31 The laws at the habitual residence at the time of death of the deceased shall apply to legal inheritance, but the laws at the locality of the real estate shall
apply to the legal inheritance of a real estate.

Article 32 A testament shall be confirmed as duly made if its form conforms to the laws at the habitual residence, of the state of nationality or at the locality of the testamentary acts when the testament is made or at the time of death of the testator.

Article 33 The laws at the habitual residence or of the state of nationality when the testament is made or at the time of death of the testator shall apply to the validity of a testament.

So in either intestate or testate succession, it is possible that foreign laws shall be applied, esp in relation to inheritance of estates that are movable properties or personal properties.

The problem is that when a foreign law is involved in the inheritance process, China notary offices are averse to work on such a case for the obvious reason that they don’t know about the foreign laws and cannot determine whether a certain beneficiary is really entitled to estates under such foreign laws. Then what to do? Go to court? Yes, that is the way ahead, but that, as said above, has its own version of problems.

II. Estate Planning In China

The concept of estate planning is actually new to Chinese people, but has been increasingly popular recent years thanks to overseas institutions’ promotion of family asset succession targeting Chinese rich clients, and to the chorus of domestic institutions such as law firms and family offices.
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Unlike in the common law countries, there are few legal instruments that can be employed to do a good estate plan. China has a long way to go before it can provide good legal tools for its citizens to do estate planning. On the other hand, because China does levy estate tax or inheritance tax, nor does it collect gift tax, there is probably less strong demand for estate planning which are often focused on tax saving. But family business succession is really looming large in China society with many first generation entrepreneurs retiring.

What are the legal tools available under Chinese laws?

(1) Will

Yes, you can make a will for your assets in China. But hold on, it is not that straightforward.

For an alien from outside of China who has assets such as real estate or corporate stock, you can write a will by yourself and sign your own name and date it. But in practice, to ensure clarity and no dispute arises in the future in regard of the Will, common practice is to have the will notarized when testator makes his or her will.

Here comes the problem. If the foreigner doesn’t have a habitual residence in China, then as
per the quoted legal provisions above, the validity of the Will won’t be governed by Chinese laws, so the China notary offices generally refuse to notarize your will, unless you live in China for more than a year establishing your habitual residence in China. You will have to notarize the Will in your home country. Upon your death, your heirs will have trouble in obtaining an inheritance right notarization from China notary office as discussed above if the applicable law is the foreign laws.

(2) Durable Power of Attorney

A durable power of attorney is commonly used in US, UK and other common law jurisdictions by people to allow others (often their family members) to act on their behalf when they get incapacitated or too old to move around.

Till the enactment of the General Principles of China Civil Code in 2017, China does not have a law specifically allowing its citizens to grant a POA to others to act for them when they are incapacitated entirely or in part. Article 33 of this new law now provides:

> Article 33 A major person in full capacity may appoint in writing his or her custodian after consulting with his or her close relatives, other persons or organizations that are willing to serve as his or her custodian. The custodian so appointed shall perform the custodian duties upon the major person losing his or her capacity in full or in part.

But since this is relatively a new development in law, it remains to be seen how this will be implemented in real life. We anticipate that the POA shall be duly notarized at notary office in order for it to be recognized by third parties such as creditors, banks, insurance companies or government agencies.

(3) Trust
Does China have Trust Law? Yes! We have. But China Trust Law is basically used exclusively in financial market in the past, very little it can do for purpose of estate planning in China. You can read my post here about China Trust Law.

But foreign clients from common law jurisdictions love trusts, which are indeed the most effective way for purpose of estate planning and family asset succession and protection.

However, if you wish to include your properties in China into your trusts, then you should be careful of your choice of trustees, for that purpose, you may wish to read another post on this blog: legal-implications-on-the-choice-of-trustees-for-properties-in-china.

To take advantage of trusts, Chinese rich people have started to set up their trusts in settlor friendly offshore jurisdictions. This is exactly what our team is doing for Chinese clients.

(4) Foundations, Partnership and Others

Yes, you may resort to other legal mechanisms to partially achieve your goal for estate planning, such as corporation, contracts, partnership and foundations. But to save this post from being too long, we won't discuss those tools in much detail here.